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Abstract
Computer Networks are complex and prone to bugs. Most existing tools designed to fix these problems run
offline and can only fix the problems after they occur. Those tools often run at the timescale of seconds
to hours. With the advent of Veriflow [7], network administrators are able to do real-time checking of
network-wide invariants.
VeriFlow is an efficient tool designated to detect SDN network invariants at run time. It serves as an
intermediate layer between software defined networking controller and the actual network devices. When
each forwarding rule is to be inserted, modified or deleted into the network, the Veriflow will check for
network-wide invariants violation dynamically before an actual action would take place.
The Veriflow system can perform checking within hundreds of microseconds per rule. The invariant
checking process contains three major phases: 1. Packet lookup phase—giving a new rule change, find
all rules that will be affected given the insertion, deletion or modification of this new rule change. 2.
Forwarding Graph Construction phase—Construct forwarding graph of those rules affected. 3. Graph
Traversal phase—traversing those forwarding graphs to detect problems.
In this work, we aim to boost the performance of the Veriflow system because the original system might fail
to meet the performance requirements in some aspects. To achieve that, we first performed an experimental
study of the system performance to figure out the where the bottleneck is in each of the following three
phases. In phase 1, we surveyed a couple alternative lookup data structures and decided to adopt a multi-
level red-black tree based solution. We also proposed a new way to find equivalent class based on our new
lookup data structure and a new IP prefix format. In phase 2 and 3, we embedded the graph construction
into rule insertion and store the graph in the lookup data structure directly to reduce the overhead. In
addition, we did quite a few software engineering related optimizations to further reduce the running time
and revamped the code base. We feed the same dataset to both implementations and our implementation
will always have a consistently high speedup. This speedup grows linearly with the increases in network
complexity. The new code base that comes along with our implementation is also better structured and
more readable.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The classical network is built on top of a single common communication protocol, IP. The Internet is com-
posed of many autonomous systems managed by individual Internet Service Providers. Virtually, every ISP
deploys the network using network devices manufactured by proprietary vendors, runs their own proprietary
protocol on top of those devices, and leaves little room for flexibility. Even inside the same ISP, it might run
different protocols on different ASes due to technical issues or external influences, such as local competitions
or collaborations.
The clear lack of industry standard makes the Internet largely proprietary nowadays: network devices
are often designed to run specific proprietary protocol, leaving out general functionality for sake of cost and
performance. The economic efficient solution, however, encapsulates the device internal, making it hard to
customize network policies since it tightly couples the forwarding plane with data plane.
Moreover, packet forwarding in modern network systems has always been the most sophisticated and
error-prone process. Hundreds or thousands of network devices, such as routers, switches, and firewalls are
all connected together making the network topology huge and complex. In addition, those network devices
composing the network topology are usually made from different vendor. The complexity of the topology
itself and the heterogeneity of device manufactures lead to a substantial amount of efforts being paid to
ensuring the network security and correctness. However, faults still occur in various forms in the real world,
such as loops, black holes, to name just a few.
Software Defined Networks, SDN, was introduced as a solution. The idea is to separate forwarding plane
with data plane by abstracting the flow control, letting it to be managed by a logically centralized controller.
This separation allows large-scale deployment of new flow management/traffic engineering protocols, allowing
more rapid adaption of new ideas in networking research. In addition, it allows network administrators to
define behavior of the network programmatically, making dynamic allocation of tasks to devices possible.
OpenFlow [8] is the de facto protocol that is running on top of SDN. There have already been a couple
of large-scale applications based on SDN built, such as B4 [5]. However, while the introduction of SDN
eases network administrators by providing them with an interface to program network, potential errors in
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packet forwarding might still occur if there are several conflicting rules inserted when multiple network
administrators are modifying them at the same time. Or if it is just a sub-optimal policy. There is always
a need for an efficient online debugging tool for packet forwarding.
In the past, most users have to check at network snapshots to find bugs but this can be very inefficient
and can only be done offline. Methods applied to small-scale system such as symbolic execution, which
explores all possible path of a program execution, also does not apply to problem of this large scale. Veriflow
[7] is born out of this requirement. It is a real-time network-checking tool designed for networks deployed in
SDN environment.
Having carefully examined the source code of VeriFlow, we noticed that we can make some significant
optimizations to it. This thesis will survey the original Veriflow, presents and finally evaluates the several
optimizations made.
1.1 Contributions
In this work, we made the following major contributions:
1. Surveyed the overall Veriflow [7] code base. Benchmarked each component of the Veriflow using Intel
V-tune [13] to find out the bottlenecks of each.
2. Surveyed and changed the lookup data structure from a Single-Bit Multi-level Trie based structure to a
Multi-level RB-Tree based structure. Defined a new IP format representation within the data structure
and refined the concept of Equivalence Class. Created a new algorithm to do packet search and
equivalence class cut, which resulted in much fewer forwarding graphs. The result of this contribution
is a significant improvement in the packet search time by 7x.
3. Simplified the processes of constructing and traversing forwarding graphs. Reduced unnecessary over-
head between these processes and used a new algorithm to traverse forwarding graphs. The result of
this contribution is a combination of graph construction and traversal phase and another cut in overall
checking time by 4x.
4. Cleaned up the code base and refactored a large portion of the critical functions. Adopted Intel V-tune
[13] to investigate into the bottleneck of each function and implemented many software engineering
related optimizations, such as reducing unnecessary classes and structures, making code more read-
able, etc. The result is a more than 4x reduction in lines of code and some further improvement in
performance.
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Chapter 2
Study of Veriflow System
2.1 Background: Veriflow General Introduction
The emergence of SDN provides us with excellent opportunities to innovate and create novel features in
network design and network testing, given the existence of a centralized controller that has a global un-
derstanding of the underlying network. The network has become more and more controllable, flexible and
programmable. The primary motivation for VeriFlow [7] is to create a tool that can check network invariants
in real time, and one that is easily scalable, extensible and maintainable.
Many of the past related works have successfully check the network invariants, but none of them can do
the work real-time, such as [2], [4], [6], but none of them meets the real time requirements from network
administrators. VeriFlow is designed to be a real-time tool by introducing the concept of Equivalence
Classes. In a nutshell, Equivalence Class represents an IP address range where packets that fall within the
same EC would share the same forwarding behavior. Unlike other tools that would construct the entire
forwarding graph of the network to check for invariants, the introduction of this concept would allow us to
cut the network into many ECs and then check the network invariance only within affected ECs. This would
theoretically allow us to reduce the computation complexity by a great amount. More details on this will
be covered in.
VeriFlow is designed to run in an environment that has deployed SDN. More specifically, it serves as a
layer that sits between the controller and switches. In an SDN environment, each switch is configured to talk
to the controller, and so they are configured with the controller IP and port number before hand in order
to connect to and then send/receive requests/responses from the controller. In an SDN environment that is
configured to run VeriFlow, each switch is then configured to talk to the VeriFlow software, and so they are
configured with the IP and port number the VeriFlow software is listening on before hand. From the switch
perspective, it does not know whether it is connecting to the VeriFlow or the real controller because the
settings for switches are the exactly the same in both configurations. So, there is no need to make any code
changes to the software running on switch. In an SDN environment, the controller has connections directly
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to the switches. However, in an SDN environment where VeriFlow is set up, the controller is actually talking
to the VeriFlow software. From the controller perspective, it does not know whether it is talking to the
real switches or VeriFlow. VeriFlow thus contains 2N connections, where N is the number of switches, with
N connections to the real switches and another N connections to the controller. When receiving a routing
request from a switch, VeriFlow will just forward that traffic directly to the controller without intercepting
it. However, when the VeriFlow receives a rule update packet from the controller, it will intercept the packet
and feed it into the verifier, which will be briefed in the next several subsection. If the verifier does not flag an
error to the rule update, VeriFlow will forward the update to its designated destination switch. Otherwise,
the Veriflow software will drop the rule update packet directly.
2.2 Equivalence Classes
An Equivalence Class (EC) is a set P of packets such that for any p1, p2 belonging to P, and any network
device D, the forwarding behavior is identical for both p1 and p2. In other words, a change in a forwarding
rule R would only affect rules that would fall in the same Equivalence Class as rule R. All other rules would
not be affected. Intuitively, this would save a tremendous amount of time and construct much smaller
forwarding graphs instead of the need to construct the entire network forwarding graph, like most existing
offline verification solutions.
For example, for one specific forwarding device R, there is originally only two forwarding rules specifying
the destination IP in the network:
𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒𝐴 : 192.168.10.*
𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒𝐵 : 192.168.10.123
VeriFlow [7] will then generate three equivalence classes in this scenario that affects the equivalence
classes of the following ranges:
EC_ID StartIP (Inclusive) EndIP (Inclusive)
EC1 192.168.10.0 192.168.10.122
EC2 192.168.10.123 192.168.10.123
EC3 192.168.10.124 192.168.10.255
Afterwards, a new rule C comes in with the following information:
𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒𝐶 : 192.168.10.128
This new rule C will not cut EC3 into three new Equivalence Classes, but will not affect EC1 and EC2.
Here is the new formation of ECs:
where EC1 is affected by Rule A, EC2 by Rule A and Rule B, EC3 by Rule A, EC4 by Rule A and Rule
4
EC_ID StartIP (Inclusive) EndIP (Inclusive)
EC1 192.168.10.0 192.168.10.122
EC2 192.168.10.123 192.168.10.123
EC3 192.168.10.124 192.168.10.127
EC4 192.168.10.128 192.168.10.128
EC5 192.168.10.129 192.168.10.255
C, and EC5 by Rule A.
With the insertion of Rule C, only EC4 can be potentially affected, so we only need to construct the
graph for EC4 to see if there are any problems in the network.
This is an over-simplification of the actual problem as it only involves the IP address match of one level.
In the actual implementation, Veriflow traverses down the lookup data structure of several levels and try to
find the as many Equivalence Classes as possible.
The algorithm Veriflow used to find Equivalence Class is rather complex and is tightly coupled with the
choice of the proper look-up data structure. They will be covered in Section 2.5 in more details.
2.3 Single-bit Trie based lookup data structure
One of the single most critical piece of component that Veriflow [7] implements is a very efficient prefix
lookup data structure tailored for IP addresses. The lookup data structure has to be extremely efficient for
the following three operations:
1. Inserting a new rule, modifying or deleting an existing rule.
2. All rules described by a given prefix can be retrieved, much like a simplified version of regular expression
match with * involved.
3. Slicing an equivalence class can be done quickly.
There are many potential candidates for this data structure, as we will elaborate in later sections. But
the most intuitive one, the one that is adopted by current Veriflow, is a multi-level single-bit multi-ary Trie
based on IP address format. Trie is also named prefix tree, from which one can see it is efficient for prefix
matching. It is a multi-ary tree, representing a prefix by a path in the tree starting from the root, where
each node represents a bit. Each node has three branches, a zero branch, a one branch and a * branch.
Rules are stored at the leaves of the Trie. This data structure can be easily implemented and the three
operations required by VeriFlow can be performed naturally by following the path of the each node given an
IP address. Since each rule contains multiple levels of IP address fields, the Veriflow actually implements a
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multi-level Trie, where the leaves of intermediate levels actually contain the root to the next level Trie. The
rules are then stored at the bottom level trie leaves.
We did some experiments about the efficiency of using this data structure, and found out that there
can be better solutions, such as multi-bit trie, etc. The 32-bit nature of IP address and the vast number
of fields in the packet can make the look up process slow and the Equivalence Class slicing process rather
complicated and inefficient. More details on this will be covered in Section 2.5.
2.4 Graph Constructions and Graph Traversal Algorithm
The Veriflow [7] constructs a forwarding graph for each Equivalence Class constructed using algorithm and
data structure proposed in the previous steps. Intuitively, if the new rule being inserted/deleted/modified
is more specific, the number of affected Equivalence Classes should be smaller as there will be fewer affected
rules. In the other hand, however, if the new rule changed is a very general rule, involving many *s, many of
the existing Equivalence Classes will be affected, thus increasing the time for graph construction and graph
traversal.
As is talked in previous sections, an over-simplified forwarding rule usually contains the following 2
major pieces of information that we care most: currentLoc and nextHop. In fact, we are only using these
two pieces of information to construct the graph. Nodes in the graph represent a device, and edges in the
graph represent rules.
Traversal in this graph in the original Veriflow implementation is done in the following way. Starting at
the node that represents the currentLoc, traverse the graph by following the outgoing edges using Depth-
First Search. Although there may be many outgoing edges at a single node, the traversal algorithm will only
traverse the edge that has the highest priority. Thus, intuitively, the traversal of the algorithm takes very
little time while the construction of the graph can be rather time-consuming.
2.5 Optimization objectives
After experimental analysis of the existing Veriflow [7] system, we found out that the system can be optimized
in all of the above aspects.
2.5.1 Optimizing Equivalence Class
As described in Section 2.2, an Equivalence Class represents a set P of packets such that for any p1, p2
belonging to P, and any network device D, the forwarding behavior is identical for both p1 and p2. Given the
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example we talked about in Section 2.2, we showed that the insertion of a new Rule C would generate a total
of five Equivalence Classes. However, if we look from a difference perspective, we can see that since EC1,
EC3 and EC5 are all only affected by Rule A, the forwarding graphs constructed in those ECs are essentially
the same. So, by following this intuition, we should be able to greatly reduce the size of ECs by eliminating
near-half duplicate ECs, and thus reducing the verification time by half. Further, the original DFS-like
algorithm for finding all Equivalence Classes on the multi-level Trie would not allow easy parallelization. So,
a new algorithm to finding Equivalence Classes is also highly anticipated.
2.5.2 Optimizing the Lookup Data Structure
As described in Section 2.3, the original Veriflow uses a Trie data structure to store the rules and execute
the algorithm for retrieving Equivalence Classes. However, as we figured out during the experiment, a Trie
can be highly imbalanced, leading to a waste of space if the number of rules on a path is significantly
smaller than the path length, or the number of nodes on the path. Also, due to the imbalance, a query
operation does more pointer dereferences/memory accesses than necessary in the optimal case. This cache-
unfriendly behavior can be a serious performance bottleneck for real-time tools like VeriFlow. Further, this
data structure needs to be well suited for the new algorithm for finding non-duplicated Equivalence Classes.
A new efficient data structure needs to be designed to meet this goal.
2.5.3 Optimizing Graph Construction and Traversal Algorithm
A bulk overhead of the original Veriflow is in its graph construction phase. In the original implementation,
the algorithm would first find out all the Equivalence Classes, and then construct a list of graphs for each EC
one by one. Afterwards, it will traverse all constructed graphs one by one. This can be very time-consuming
and waste a lot of memory. Intuitively, one can optimize this phase in many aspects. For example, pipelining
the graph construction and traversal would be a good idea. However, our focus is primarily on optimizing
the core algorithm for graph construction that would both save time and space.
2.5.4 Other Optimizations
After carefully looking at the original Veriflow codebase, we felt that we can optimize the system in some
further aspects, such as software engineering. For example, we found out that the original Strings repre-
sentation of IP addresses are not optimal because C String operations are inherently slow. We also see the
opportunity to fully parallelize the packet search phase by trying to design a BFS-like approach for find-
ing Equivalence Classes in the Multi-Level data structure. Another example would be designing a caching
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scheme to cache past results because we found out that many rule updates are almost identical by analyzing
the snapshot we used in our testing. Further, we used a tool called Intel V-tune [13] to benchmark the entire
program and found out that the entire code structure can be much more optimized.
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Chapter 3
Data-Structure and Algorithm Related
Optimizations
The most important aspect of our work is that we have almost revamped the entire stack of core data structure
and algorithm related to efficient adding, removing, or modifying rules, and finding the Equivalence Classes
given a new rule. First, we defined a new representation for IP address that would vastly boost the speed
by extensively using bitwise operations. Second, we spent a majority of time comparing many different
possible alternate data structure options by surveying the literatures and doing experiments, especially for
prefix-matching tasks. Next, we defined our new Restriction Class concept and designed our new algorithm
for finding Restriction Classes based on top of that new data structure. Finally, we spend a huge amount of
time simplifying the codebase organization, and debugging the code to make sure that everything is correct.
This chapter will start with an introduction to our newly define concise IP address representation. Next, it
will introduce the new data structure used to achieve fast packet search. Finally, the chapter will end with
an introduction to our newly defined concept, Restriction Class, and the new algorithm for finding them.
3.1 Concise IP Address representation—IPPrefix
No matter what data structure we opt to use, an efficient IP address representation is always required to
order and index the data structure properly. The original Veriflow [7] uses a String representation, but we
felt that falls short of our requirement. In one extreme, for data structure like Trie, we need to access every
bit in sequence in the representation of IP address to traverse the entire tree. Thus, a String representation
would be cumbersome because we need to first convert the String into 16-bit representation. In the other
extreme, for the data structures like Hash Table, we need to efficient generate the hashcode for the IP
and compare the two IP address very quickly. Generating hashcode for String is slow and comparing them
requires checking each character in the string. So, instead, we introduce a new data type called IPPrefix to
store the packet field values. IPPrefix is a C++ pair containing two fields, a 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑡64𝑡 that stores the packet
field value and a 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑡8𝑡 that stores the mask length. In 𝐶 ++ representation, The IPPrefix itself is of type
𝑠𝑡𝑑 :: 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 < 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑡64𝑡, 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑡8𝑡 >. The first field of this pair indicates our representation of an IP. The second
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field of this pair indicates the length of the prefix. The following table contains a couple of sample mapping
between IP address and the value of IPPrefix. Notice that the interesting bits start from the left most bits
in the first field, the 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡64𝑡 field.
IP Address IPPrefix
192.168.0.0/16 < 0𝑥𝐶0𝐴8000000000000, 16 >
192.168.24.0/24 < 0𝑥𝐶0𝐴8180000000000, 24 >
192.168.24.25/0 < 0𝑥𝐶0𝐴8181900000000, 0 >
The first field is a 64-bit number because in one of the levels, the address is actually 64 bits. The
second field is only an 8-bit number because this field represents the mask length, and no mask length would
exceed 255. Thus the size of this representation is always 9 bytes, always shorter than any kind of String
representation. This IPPrefix supports the following operation very efficiently:
1. Accessing every or a group of bits from left to right
This operation is required by many data-structures, especially for those trie-like data structures. Single-
bit trie would iterate over each bit in the first field to traverse down the trie. A multi-bit trie would
iterate over a group of bits in the first field down the trie. In both scenarios, a traversal is terminated
by witnessing a * bit or it will visit every bit in the first field. Since the first field is of 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡64𝑡 type,
iterating over each bit or a group of bits cannot be easier. For example, to iterate over each bit, we
first do a bitwise 𝐴𝑁𝐷 operation with 0𝑋8000000000000000 to get the bit value and then shift left by
one bit in each iteration. To iterate over a group of 4 bits, we first do a bitwise 𝐴𝑁𝐷 operation with
0𝑋𝐹000000000000000 to get the bit value and then shift left by four bit in each iteration.
2. Generating hashcode
The IPPrefix is composed of two elements, a 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑡64𝑡 and a 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑡8𝑡. Although the two fields are of
different types, they can be casted back and forth. In our implementation, we first cast the second
field from 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑡8𝑡 to 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑡64𝑡 so that those two fields can easily be manipulated. When deciding which
algorithm to use, the first requirement for us is that it should be super fast, and second, it will not
cause many hash collisions. We figured that using an 𝑋𝑂𝑅 operation between the first field and the
casted second field to generate the hash might just be efficient enough for us. First, it only uses one
bitwise operation so it should be fast. Second, the values that we care about about in the first field
tend to clutter together in the left and rarely do they occupy the entire 64 bit space while the values
that we care about in the second field tend to clutter in the right, so hash collisions should not be
common. We did some experiments against many different hash algorithms and ended up proving that
we are right. The 𝑋𝑂𝑅 is extremely time efficient and reasonably space efficient.
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3. IPPrefix Comparison
This functionality is required by data structures like hashtable when a hash collision happens. In a
system where String is used to represent the IP address, comparing if they are the same is just calling
a String comparison function. However, the overhead of calling a String comparison function is not
minimal. In our implementation, we are just comparing if the two field values are the same as the other
one. Since they are all of type 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑡64𝑡 and 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑡8𝑡 , the comparison can be finished in just one bitwise
operation. Actually, we also implemented a comparison function for IPPrefix so that the ordering of
IPPrefix can expose the ordering of IP address. We will talk about it in detail when we introduce our
new data structure.
3.2 Efficient Look-up Data Structure
As we talked in Section 2.5, one of the primary optimization objectives of the Veriflow [7] is to optimize the
packet search by using a new kind of data structure that best satisfy the following requirement:
1. Inserting a new rule, modifying or deleting an existing rule.
2. All rules described by a given prefix can be retrieved, much like a simplified version of regular expression
match with * involved.
3. Slicing an equivalence class can be done quickly.
There are many data structures that can achieve the above three goals and there are a couple papers
concerning the optimization and extensibility of those data structures in certain scenarios, such as DMP-Tree
[12], Prefix Hash Tree [9], etc. We considered several core alternative options and finally settled down to use
a Red-Black tree based solution. Some alternatives which we have taken into account will be briefed in the
Related Work Chapter.
3.2.1 A height balanced tree based solution: Introduction
While there are many data structures that seem natural for the desired task, we found an alternative by
using a height balanced tree based solution, which isn’t talked in any papers. With some modifications, a
height-balanced tree can be altered to meet the requirement of this task. Further, the vast existing libraries
for height-balanced tree are so mature that we are certain that the internal implementation of the data
structure is always optimal. Another advantage of using a tree-based solution is that since height-balanced
tree libraries are so widely used in different tasks, there are also concurrent versions of this library. Many
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parties have proved the efficiency and reliability of those libraries. By leaving the majority of data structure
internal implementation to the reliable third party, we can focus on getting the upper levels correct and fast.
3.2.2 A height balanced tree based solution: Implementation
Using C++ 𝑠𝑡𝑑 :: 𝑚𝑎𝑝 implementation
In this case, we considerred that using the s standard librarys implementation of 𝑠𝑡𝑑 :: 𝑚𝑎𝑝, which is
implemented internally with a red-black tree , would carry more benefits. Including the benefits mentioned
above, this decision is made primarily based on the following reasons:
1. Red-black tree is a type of balanced binary search tree, whose lookup time is only dependent on the
total size of the tree. It does not have unnecessary internal tree nodes to keep the data structure
organized they way trie does, leading to a more compact in memory storage.
2. The standard librarys robustness is guaranteed since it has been used and tested for much production
software.
3. It could simplify our implementation, as the library has already provided us sufficient APIs to do the
query operations we need.
4. Using this library relieves us from all low-level optimizations efforts associated with using that data
structure.
Replacing Prefix Retrieval with Range Queries
The map C++ library is essentially view as a key-value store, so it provides the very basic operations such
as insertion and removal in just one line of code. However, since it is internally implemented as a Red-Black
tree, it requires an ordering for keys and thus provides many more features such as range queries. This range
query feature is an essential piece in our new implementation, because it can provide the functionality to do
prefix retrieval. Consider the following example:
ID: IP Address IPPrefix
A: 192.168.*.* < 0𝑥𝐶0𝐴8000000000000, 16 >
B: 192.168.24.* < 0𝑥𝐶0𝐴8180000000000, 24 >
C: 192.168.24.25 < 0𝑥𝐶0𝐴8181900000000, 0 >
D: 192.168.25.* < 0𝑥𝐶0𝐴8190000000000, 24 >
E: 192.168.24.26 < 0𝑥𝐶0𝐴8181𝐴00000000, 0 >
F: 192.168.0.* < 0𝑥𝐶0𝐴8000000000000, 24 >
G: 192.*.*.* < 0𝑥𝐶000000000000000, 8 >
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Our intention is to convert prefix retrieval into a simple range query command. To achieve this, we
wanted to order the IP Addresses in the following manner:
1. Replacing mask bits with zeroes, and compare their IP Address values directly. Ones with larger values
are larger.
2. If two IP Addresses have the same value with * replaced with zeroes, then compare their length of
mask. Ones with fewer mask bits are larger.
This might seem a little bit of unintuitive at beginning, but walking through an example would soon
make sense. According to the above rules, the 4 mentioned cases would have the following ordering:
𝐷 > 𝐸 > 𝐶 > 𝐵 > 𝐴 > 𝐹 > 𝐺
With this ordering rule in mind, we can do our trick to convert Prefix Retrieval into range queries. Given
a new IP Address, our first task is to generate the lower bound and the upper bound for that IP Address.
Typically, the lower bound is itself; the upper bound is the input with the field value incremented and mask
value of 64. The mask length of 64 ensures all the existing field values matching the packet field are included
without false positive.
For example, if given the IP Prefix 192.168.24.*, the lower bound value we generated is 192.168.24.0 and
the upper bound value we generated is 192.168.24.255. Let us name 192.168.24.0 as X and 192.168.24.255
as Y. If putting these two new IP addresses into our original five IP address, we will then have the following
ordering:
𝐷 > 𝑌 > 𝐸 > 𝐶 > 𝐵 > 𝑋 > 𝐴 > 𝐹 > 𝐺
We can see that address E, C and B will fall in the range, which is exactly we expected. Address E, C
and B are addresses we would like to retrieve via 192.168.24.*
Consider another query with address 192.168.*.*. To run this query, we will compute its lower bound
as 192.168.0.0, name it U and its upper bound as 192.168.255.255, name it V. Putting U and V into the
comparison, we have the following ordering:
𝑉 > 𝐷 > 𝐸 > 𝐶 > 𝐵 > 𝐴 > 𝐹 > 𝑈 > 𝐺
We can see that all rules except G will fall within this range. In fact, this is exactly what we wanted to
expect. All of the rules from A to F contain 192.168 as the prefix.
As described above, the IPPrefix ordering is the trick to query a range of packet field values. From
the implementation point of view, a comparison function is required to provide this feature. Firstly, the
comparison function checks the 64 bits packet field value, because the IPPrefix with smaller field value is
smaller. Secondly, the mask length determines the priority of IPPrefix if both IP Prefixes have the same
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field value. A smaller mask length means a smaller IPPrefix. With this comparison function, the IPPrefix
ordering is ensured in our data structure. The Python style pseudo code is shown as follows:
def getIP(ipprefix):
return ipprefix[0]
def getMask(ipprefix):
return ipprefix[1]
def IPPrefixCompare(x,y):
if getIP(x) == getIP(y):
return getMask(x) < getMask(y)
return getIP(x) < getIP(y)
Mutilevel Data Structure
Further, since a rule can contain many fields, we have to run the prefix match on each level of the field.
Learnt from the previous work in Veriflow [7], which uses a multi-level trie to store all the rules, we borrowed
the idea and used a similar multilevel structure to store rules. The only difference is that each level is actually
a red-black tree instead of a trie. For all intermediate levels, instead of storing the actually set of rules, the
leaf nodes contain a pointer referring to the next level map. We store all rules of the same packet header
to the last level map leaves. We also did some field swapping to further optimize the data structure, read
Chapter 4.1 for more details.
So far, we have covered the rationale behind choosing this data structure and introduced the trick to
make it suitable in our use case. One last operation that we havent talked about, the one that is of the most
importance, is slicing Equivalence Class in this multi-level tree structure. In the next section, we will talk
about our new algorithm for slicing Equivalence Class.
3.3 Restriction Classes and a stack-based algorithm
In this section, we will first introduce the concept of Restriction Class, a term we use to denote Equivalence
Classes. Next, we will talk about the stack-based algorithm to find Restriction Class which is able to find
Restriction Classes in linear time at one level. This can then be divided into another two parts: 1: A new
stack based algorithm to find Restriction Classes in one-level. 2: Extending the first algorithm and make it
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applicable into a multi-level balanced tree environment using a BFS based approach.
3.3.1 Restriction Class
As is mentioned in Chapter 2.2, an equivalence class represents a partition, multiple ranges of packets fields,
of packets in which the forwarding behavior is only affected by the rules matching the field. In the process
of verifying a new rule, traditional Veriflow [7] takes the new rule and the entire network forwarding rules
affected by the new rule to generate equivalence classes. In the Chapter 2.2, we introduced the following
example:
Rule A: 192.168.10.*
Rule B: 192.168.10.123
Rule C: 192.168.10.128
Given these three rules, we can generate the following Equivalence Classes according to the algorithm
proposed in the original Veriflow:
EC_ID StartIP (Inclusive) EndIP (Inclusive)
EC1 192.168.10.0 192.168.10.122
EC2 192.168.10.123 192.168.10.123
EC3 192.168.10.124 192.168.10.127
EC4 192.168.10.128 192.168.10.128
EC5 192.168.10.129 192.168.10.255
However, if we think carefully about the concept of Equivalence Class, what we care most is not the
Equivalence Range itself, but rather the set of rules that will affect a certain Equivalence Class. For a
certain Equivalence Class, we need to construct the forwarding graph of that EC based on the set of rules
that affect it. Thus, we introduced the idea of Restriction Class, which denotes those rules that affect a
certain Equivalence Class. The key observation we have here is that on average, there are far less Restriction
Classes than there are Equivalence Classes because many different Equivalence Classes might share the
same Restriction Class. The only exception is when every Equivalence Range represents only one unique IP
Address. However, this barely happens in real world. For example, if we take a closer look at the example
above, we observe where EC1 is affected by Rule A, EC2 by Rule A and Rule B, EC3 by Rule A, EC4 by
Rule A and Rule C, and EC5 by Rule A.
Thus, we can merge the equivalence classes affected by the same set of rules into a restriction class. In a
restriction class, the forwarding behaviors of packets are affected by the same set of rules. In the example,
there will be three restriction classes (RC1, RC2 and RC3) generated. RC1 is affected by Rule A, RC2 is
affected by Rule A and Rule B while RC3 is affected by Rule A and Rule C.
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Optimization is the main goal in our work. Building restriction classes instead will reduce the number of
forwarding graphs. In the original design, the verification process involves constructing a forwarding graph
for each of the ranges given the rules affected. So, the number of forwarding graphs constructed is 𝑂(𝐸𝐶𝑠)
. By introducing the concept of restriction class, we can effective reduce the number of forwarding graphs
constructed to 𝑂(𝑅𝐶𝑠).
3.3.2 Stack-based algorithm to slicing Restriction Class
In this subsection, we will briefly talk about the process of finding restriction class in a single level. We
will consider a very simple example first. For the sake of demonstrating the algorithm of finding restriction
classes at each level, this example only involves exactly one field in its packet header.
The process of finding the complete restriction classes of a packet that involves multiple fields in its
header will be discussed right afterwards.
Consider the example that contains the following four rules:
Rule A: 92. * . * .*
Rule B: 92.8. * .*
Rule C: 92.68. * .*
Rule D: 92.8.10.*
The process of finding the restriction classes for these four rules starts with generating the lower bound
(inclusive) and upper bound (exclusive) address for each rule. In the above example, we have:
Rule ID Lower Bound Upper Bound
A 92.0.0.0 93.0.0.0
B 92.8.0.0 92.9.0.0
C 92.68.0.0 92.69.0.0
D 92.8.10.0 92.8.11.0
Refer to code below for the implementation of finding the lower and upper bounds:
def getUpper(ipprefix):
(ipprefix[0]+(1<<(64-ipprefix[1]))-1, 64)
From the above example, we can see that the order of those rules is preserved in its lower bound repre-
sentation, while the order of those rules is reversed in its upper bound representation. Since the rules we
retrieve out of the range query function are actually in order, we can use this property to efficiently build
the sorted list of values consisting of lower bound and upper bound. After getting the lower bound and
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Figure 3.1: Example Stack
upper bound address for all of these rules, we put all the rules together and merge sort them according to
the comparison function provided in IPPrefix subsection.
The result after sorting is something that looks very similar to a multi-level umbrella shape, see figure
below. The spaces between each bound, whether lower or upper bound, represent each equivalence class.
And as one can see from the figure below, there are always 2N+1 equivalence classes at each level with N
rules given. After sorting is done, we then start the labeling process. The goal of the labeling process is to
label each Equivalence Class properly so that it knows which rules will affect it. Since all the bounds are
sorted, we will use a stack to mimic the labeling process so it will finish labeling in linear time. In 3.1, the
values in side the bracket in each bar represents the current stack value at that moment.
There are many edge cases that make its implementation harder than thought, but the code below gives
the overall idea:
Label(BoundList):
S = Empty Stack
RC = empty set
For each bound value l in Bound List:
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if l is lower bound:
S.push(l)
RC.add(S)
if l is upper bound:
S.pop()
Return RC
The 3.1 pretty much explains what is going on inside the stack. Notice that according to the code above,
RC only adds current stack snapshot when the stack just finished pushing something into it. With that said,
if we look back to the figure above, a snapshot would only takes place in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 6th iteration,
making up a total of 4 Restriction Classes.
3.3.3 BFS based approach to do the packet search in all levels
In this subsection, we will briefly talk about the process of finding all restriction classes. In the above
section, we have briefed the idea of finding the restriction class at each level. As is described in the previous
subsection, each intermediate level tree node contains a pointer that points the next level red-black Tree.
For each restriction class we found, we get all the tree nodes in that level that represents the rules in that
restriction class. We then get all the next level rules of all the tree nodes found previously and then find their
restriction classes. We do this in level order iteratively until we have reached the last level. Once we have
reached the last level, we will get all the complete rule_set stored in the last level tree leaves and construct
forwarding graph for each restriction class.
Here is the C++ Style Pseudo code:
vector<vector<Node*> >* VeriFlow::getAllEquivalanceClasses(Rule& rule)
{
vector<Node*> initLevel;
initLevel.push_back(this->primaryTree.root);
vector<vector<Node*> >* current = new vector<vector<Node*> >();
vector<vector<Node*> >* final = new vector<vector<Node*> >();
current->push_back(initLevel);
for (int i = 0; i < ALL_FIELD_INDEX_END_MARKER; i++) {
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for(unsigned int j=0; j<current->size(); j++){
getAllRanges(rule, i, (*current)[j], final);
}
vector<vector<Node*> >* temp = current;
current->clear();
current = final;
final = temp;
}
delete final;
return current;
}
As you can possibly see, this pseudocode is just a modification of the BFS algorithm. Instead of just
traversing down the tree, it also merges all the Restriction Classes down the path so that it returns all
the Restriction Classes found after traversal finished. 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 < 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒* > represents a Restriction Class.
𝑔𝑒𝑡𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑠() is a function we used to retrieve all the Restriction Classes in a single level. Two queues are
used interchangeably in the above code, the current queue and the final queue. They respective represent
nodes in the current level and next level.
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Chapter 4
Software Engineering Related
Optimizations
We split this chapter into two section: Optimizing Packet Searching and Optimizing Graph Construction.
Graph traversal is not taken into account here because experiments have shown that the time to do graph
traversal is almost negligible.
4.1 Optimizing Packet Searching
Although the new data structure and algorithm described in the previous Chaper significantly reduced packet
searching time by 5 times, we can still find rooms to further increase that number. Actually, a non-negligible
portion of time reduction in packe t search phase should be credited to the introduction of Restriction Class,
which significantly reduces the overhead by merging same Equivalence Classes. We strongly desired to figure
out something new.
4.1.1 IP field swapping
As we delve deeper into the code runtime optimization, we figured out that the multi-level nature of this
data structure has significant impact on the runtime of slicing Restriction Classes. Theoretically, there can
be a huge number of Restriction Classes given that there are 14 levels. However, the actual number of
Restriction Classes does not reflect the fact that there are 14 levels. After looking at the real world data
set, we found that 13 out of the 14 fields in the packet are *. * . * .* rules, making a vast majority efforts
of slicing Restriction Classes in those levels meaningless. The only field that actually contains values is the
9th field that represents destination IP address. However, keeping the only useful field as the 9th field is
not optimal at all. In fact, putting the IP Address in earlier field and thus upper level in the multi-level
tree would only increase the overhead of slicing Restriction Classes. This is because we have to go through
many repetitive and unnecessary processes down the multi-level tree of generating Restriction Classes that
is trivial. Remember that we talk about the BFS-like approach to traverse down the tree and construct the
Restriction Classes. At each stage, we are merging Restriction Classes. Imagine that we are only merging
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those in the last level could save us a lot of efforts, both in space and time. The optimal solution we found
is to put it in the last level. This optimization boosts the speed by reducing 1/3 of the packet search time.
4.2 Optimizing Graph Construction
At this stage, graph construction would still take more than two thirds of the total verification time, 2.5 times
as much as packet search phase. Actually, graph construction has always been the most time-consuming
tasks in the verification process. In the original implementation, graph construction takes even more than
four times longer to finding Equivalence Classes and takes about 80
4.2.1 Base Graph Construction
The intuition behind this optimization is very simple. Before this optimization, we will construct as many
forwarding graphs as there are Restriction Classes one by one, and we will then traverse each constructed
forwarding graph to test if there is any issues with the network. Since the bulk remains on graph construction
instead of graph traversal, we are thinking if we can reuse any component when building each forwarding
graph. With Base Graph, we will first look over all graphs we are going to build and trying to find the
most commonly shared portion of graph and build that portion up first. We can always reuse that base
graph for future forwarding graph construction, thus potentially saving a lot of time. The implementation
of this is harder than thought though, because the tricky issue here is to choose to what degree should the
base graph contain. Of course we want the base graph to contain as more nodes and edges as possible, but
that also increases the overhead of finding the base graph, and might also not catch all the graphs. In the
other extreme, if we only want that graph to contain the common information all graphs have, then it might
not be so worth doing so given the overhead to construct it as this base graph tend to be small sometimes.
Sometimes, some very large portion of the Restriction Class shared a huge graph, while the other few rules
does not have any intersections with the rest. This can make the approach sitting on the other extreme side
worthless. We are actually traversing all the graph to find their common components. In the end, we found
out a solution that would only dive into three levels of depth.
4.2.2 Merging Graph Construction into Rule updates
Solving every engineering problems comes with tradeoffs, and it is the same with this one. We are trading
some efficiencty in packet search and graph traversal for more efficiency in graph construction. To further
reduce the time in the graph construction phase, we considered merging graph construction with rule in-
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sertion/deletion and directly storing the graph at the leaf node in the very last level. The rationale behind
this is that we found that the representation of a graph is essentially a hash table, where the key in each
entry is the currentHop information and the values in it are lists of their nextHop destinations. We also
found that we will always need to store the Rules information in the leaf node in the very last level of the
tree in a hash set. That means the operation to construct the graph in another pass is completely a waste
of time. So, we think it is completely possible to merge these two processes and make graph construction
an integral part of rule insertion/removal. For each new rule update, we update the graph by manipulating
with the C++ unsorted_set. The time to do this operation is comparable with the operation of adding a
new Rule into a set. The result of this merge is phenomenal, the graph construction phase is collapsed and
the rule insertion/removal cost barely increases much. The only requirement is a new traversal algorithm
that would concurrently traverse multiple smaller graphs because a graph is represented by a set of nodes
that fall within the same Restriction Class. While many might think this is a huge overhead, it is actually
not because the graph traversal time is so minimal that any significant increase in it will not have a huge
impact on the overall result. In the next subsection, we will talk about the multi-graph traversal algorithm.
4.2.3 Multiple-graph traversal algorithm
The original Veriflow [7] bases its traversal algorithm on a DFS algorithm. Although it is traversing in a
DFS fashion and the graph might be large, it actually traverses very few edges. This is because the traversal
algorithm Veriflow adopts will only traverse edges that have the highest priority. This aspect actually makes
the graph traversal a very trivial component in terms of optimization. We use the following algorithm to
traverse multiple graphs concurrently:
\resizebox{\textwidth}{!}{%
l = list of hashtable
def traverse(currentHop):
if(currentHop is visited)
return;
mark currentHop as visited.
currPriority = LOWEST
nextHop = NULL;
for each h in l:
if h[currentHop] not exist:
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continue;
else
if h[currentHop].getHighestPriority().priority
> currPriority
nextHop = h[currentHop].getHighestPriority()
if nextHop != NULL
traverse(nextHop)
As one can expect, this algorithm can get very slow if the degree in each node is high, and when the
number of hashtable becomes large. But this is never a problem in our case, because we are always traversing
the edge that is of the highest priority and that means the degree in each node is always 1.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation of Optimizations
In this chapter, we will prove that our optimization works and works correctly. Proving it works means we
are seeing significant increase in verification speed. Proving it works correctly means that we can produced
the exact same prediction as the original Veriflow [7]. In the first section, we will introduce the setup of
our experiment, including introducing the data and metrics we used to benchmark of optimizations. In the
second section, we will show you the analysis of our experiment results we retrieved from running dataset
described in the first section using metrics proposed there.
5.1 Experiment Setup
We modified VeriFlow to implement all the previously mentioned optimizations. This experiment is con-
ducted in two scenarios, theoretic experiment and real-world workload experiment. We did performance
evaluation in both conditions and proved that our optimizations have achieved significant results.
5.1.1 Machine Setup
All experiments are conducted on machine with the following specification: Quadcore Intel Xeon CPU
2.27GHz, 8 GB of RAM, 2 MB of L1 cache.
5.1.2 Theoretical Dataset Setup
A random graph generator is written using Python package networkx, to provide a network topology for
emulating real-world network flows. It is configurable with number of middle boxes in network topology and
a random seed number.
Specifically, we assign a unique IP to each node in the generated graph and randomly pick a pair of
source and destination nodes. Then we do a path finding for the pair and generate the forwarding rules for
this source-destination flow. The packet headers are the same for all rules in a flow. A rule also contains a
local device IP and the next hop IP to indicate the forwarding direction.
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1. Simple Unique Rules
In this experiment, we would expect a short rule verification time, because the uniqueness (not subnet-
ting) of IP results in zero number of equivalence classes affected by the new rule. We set up experiments
taking an input number 𝑛 (from 4 nodes to 799 nodes) as the number of nodes in generated graph and
output the running time of each phase. Note that for the sake of the experiment, the number of routes
created is proportional to the number of nodes in the random graph
2. Subnet Forwarding Rules
Subnetting occurs commonly in real world forwarding rules. For example, all packets matching a
destination of IP 192.168.0.0/16 should be forwarded out of router R over link L. For this experiment,
we enhance the rules generator of our testing script to support subnet-forwarding rules. For each
inserted rules, we randomly set the mask bits length from 2 to 32 in IP field, and the first bits in all
IP are always one. Inside each rule verification, we send query of 128.0.0.0/1. This generates more
equivalence classes than the previous test, as more existing rules are affected
5.1.3 Real world dataset
In this experiment, we simulated a network consisting of 172 routers following a Rocketfuel [10] topology—AS
1755, and replayed BGP RIB and update traces collected from the Route Views Project [1]. A BGP RIB
snapshot consisting of 5 million entries was used to initialize the network FIB tables. Then we replayed a
BGP update trace containing 90000 updates to trigger dynamic changes in network. This is the exact same
experiment setup as the one described in the original Veriflow [7] paper.
5.1.4 Evaluation Metrics
Checking Correctness
There are many ways to check for the correctness of our system against the original Veriflow System, and
they lie in different levels of abstractions. For example, one can check if the two algorithm have found
the same set of Equivalence Classes. Another example would be to test if the 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑦() function in two
implementations are returning the same code, meaning that they have detected the same error or they both
passed. In our case, both would likely to work, though we might want to collapse identical Equivalence
Classes in the first method. The abstract final graph constructed in the new implementation shall look the
same in both implementation given that their found ECes or RCes are the same. However, we choose to
use the second method as that looks more flexible and viable in our scnenario. Comparing each set of found
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Equivalence Classes or Restriction Classes is way slower than just looking at the return code. Further, since
we have our own implementation of graph traversal, it is crucial that we put that into account as well.
Obviously, the first method would skip that part. In fact, a large portion of the original concept are not
taken into account so that it is always best for us to test for correctness at the highest level, although that
will increase the effort to narrow down the error if there are any inconsistencies. So, instead of just printing
out statements when an error occur, we actually returns a value back which indicated the value. When we
run the actual data on both implementations, we store the errors we detected in a file and they diff the file
afterwards. Implementation wise, Tthere are other challenges too. For example, a loop and a blackhole may
happen at the same time in a graph. So, instead of of just return an int code, we are actually returning a
set of integers.
Benchmarking Performance
Improving the performance is the primary goal of this work, so carefully defining the metrics to benchmark
performance is important. Like the original Veriflow, we divide the verification process into the following
steps:
1. Packet Search Time: This includes inserting a new rule into the data structure, and finding all the
Restriction Classes given the insertion of that rule
2. Graph Construction Time: This includes traversing all found Restriction Classes, building a forwarding
graph for each of the Restriction Class, and then store the set of forwarding graphs into a vector
3. Graph Traversal and Metadata Cleanup Time: This includes traversing all forwarding graphs stored in
the vector one by one, cleaning up all dynamically allocated memories and construct the result back.
4. Total Verification Time: As the title suggests, this includes all the above mentioned times.
In this study, we are interested in the relationship between the average value from these metrics and
the optimizations we have given the two type of dataset we described earlier in this chapter. We are
also interested in the fluctuation of these metrics when giving the two different type of dataset to better
understand our performance.
5.2 Result Analysis
5.2.1 Correctness Test
We saw a near 100
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5.2.2 Performance Evaluation
Theoretic Experiment
Theoretic Experiment may not best capture the implementation’s performance in real world. Tests are
deliberately designed to show that our implementation is faster in some extreme cases. So, only simple
comparisons are performed in this dataset.
1. Simple Unique Rules The running time betweem the two implementations varies greatly when the
number of nodes increases. In fact, the ratio of the old implementation′ running time vs the new
implementation′s grow exponentially up to 107x when the number of graph nodes grow to 800. It
is conspicuous that for the comparison of those metrices, our implementation outruns VeriFlow sig-
nificantly. One of the primarily reason is that we have chosen the test cases carefully to show the
significant reduction in Restriction Classes in the extreme scenario. In most cases, our implementation
reduces the running time to less than 5ms in the above experiment.
2. Subnetting Rules
In this experiment, we figure out that the speedup of total verification time will grow linearly when
the number of nodes increases, while the ratio is relatively large. Figure 5-1 shows this. In the
most complex scenario with 799-hundred graph nodes and 32477 forwarding rules, our implementation
finishes verification within three milliseconds while it takes VeriFlow 59.862 seconds to complete.
Figure 5-2 represents the ratio of the number of equivalence classes found in VeriFlow to the number
of restriction classes in new VeriFlow given this dataset. When number of nodes increases, the ratio
will increase such that we expect our implementation generates less restriction classes and the graph
building time will reduce because we have less graphs.
Real-world Workload Test
While the above test might be carefully designed to show the advantage of Restriction Classes, the
real world work load test is surely more persuasive. The increase in speed is more reasonable. In a
nutshell, you could find the Table 5.1 showing the increase in speed with each optimization. Moreover,
our implementation is significant more efficient in terms of space utilization. During the experiment, the
original Veriflow [7] would use up to 8GB of memory while the memory usage of our implementation
never exceeds 2GB. Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4 show two perfect graphs of how much increase each
optimization has visually.
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Figure 5.1: Running Time Ratio VS Number of Nodes
Figure 5.2: Number of ECes Ratio VS Number of Nodes
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Figure 5.3: Running Time VS Each Optimization
Optimization Avg.Packet Search Time
Avg. Graph
Built Time
Avg. Graph
Traversal Time & Cleanup Avg. total time
Original 492.64 1863.3 23.44 2379.38
New
Data Structure 98.65 244.79 4.52 347.96
Base
Graph 96.24 217.22 313.46
Field
Swapping 62.2 220.36 282.56
Merging
graph build with rule insertion 78.6 0 9.56 88.16
Table 5.1: Performance Chart
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Figure 5.4: Running Time Increase Percentage VS Each Optimization
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Chapter 6
Related Work
In this work, we proposed several optimizations. One of the vital piece of optimization is that we introduced
a new kind of data structure to store the rules. There are many related works in this area, especially
those on data structures which support prefix matching and non-algorithmic approaches that would boost
prefix-matching performance. Each of them has their own pros and cons.
6.1 Caching
One of the first things one could think about when talking about optimizing performance is caching. Caching
in network packet forwarding is talked in [20] by maintaining a mapper from a 32-bit value to another 32-bit
value. [19] is an example of using caching in switches. In our usecase, this translates into maintaining an
extra layer of cache inside the Red-Black tree on each level. This cache should maintain a mapping from an
IP Address representation to two nodes, the one node which represents the lower bound and another which
represents the upper bound. While caching can have a very high hit-rate in packet forwarding if backbone
network shows a highly degree of locality, it does not work prefectly in our case primarily for the following
reasons:
1. Data size concern
Given that we maintain a multi-level RB-tree of more than 10 level, we can potentially create several
thousand caches covering all branches, where each cache can contain up to 216 entries just for 16 bit
address.
2. Node removal complexity
Although adding data into the cache is easy and can be done in constant time, removing rules from
the data structure can cause pain in manipulating the cache. We either want to sacrifice running time
when we remove rules by checking each prefix entry possibility that may contain itself as the value, or
we can sacrifice space by maintaining another mapping from itself to the prefix entry that contains it.
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6.2 Single-Bit Trie
This is the data structure that is originally used in the Veriflow [7]. Trie is also named prefix tree, from
which one can see it is efficient for prefix matching. It is a multi-ary tree, representing a prefix by a path in
the tree starting from the root. It can be easily implemented and the two queries required by VeriFlow can
be performed naturally:
1. all rules described by a given prefix can be get simply by following the path of the prefix and take all
rules in the subtree whose root is the destination of path.
2. slicing an equivalence class is as simple as inserting a new subtree under the lowest common ancestor
of existing rules and the new rule.
One thing good to notice about this data structure is that multiple queries can be run on the same trie
in parallel easily. The implementation of a Concurrent Binary Search Tree has some implications for the
parallel version of single bit trie mentioned above. Each node in the trie will contain a reader/writer lock
and the reader lock will be grabbed for intermediate node if the action is an add/remove. The writer lock,
however, will lock the leaf node. If any two instances of either kinds of operations do not involve conflicting
read/write to the same rule, then those two actions are independent and can run independently without
affecting each other. However, real world experiments show that the trie-based implementation does not
scale good enough when the data size becomes large and when the IP addresses become sparse (hardly do
they share most prefixes). A new data structure is highly desirable.
6.3 Pure Hash Table/Prefix Hash Tree
On the other extremely, a pure hash table implementation is also taken into our consideration. We are
treating a hash table as a prefix tree by adding lots of upper layer logic on top of the hash table. One of
the considerations of using a hash table based implementation is that it is supposed to add/remove entries
very quickly without regard to the entry value itself, and these operations do take a long time in single-bit
trie. We believe that this is a clear advantage against using a single-bit trie based solution. In a pure hash
table based implementation, the efficiency to do action 1) —Inserting a new rule, modifying or deleting an
existing rule, primarily derives from the time/space efficiency for hashcode. As is talked in Section 4.1, with
the introduction of IPPrefix, hashcode generation for IPPrefix takes only few bitwise operations, and this is
also true for IPPrefix comparison. Good hashcode generation reduces hash collisions, and fast comparison
functions prepare the hash table for the worst condition. However, the pure hash table based solution is not
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perfect in terms of space efficiency. It is not a natural fit for doing prefix matches. In order to efficiently
run prefix retrieval on hash table, we need to insert all its possible prefixes into the hash table. There are
usually two ways to do prefix matches [27].
1. Binary Search on Ranges
This is an intuitive way to do search in hashtable. In binary search on ranges, each prefix is represented
as a range, using the start and end of the range. The algorithm uses binary search to find the interval
in which a destination address lies.
2. Binary Search on Prefix Lengths
Binary search must start at themedianpreïňĄx length, and each hash must divide the possible preïňĄx
lengths in half. A hash search gives only two values: found and not found. If a match is found at
length m, then lengths strictly greater than m must be searched for a longer match. Correspondingly,
if no match is found, search must continue among preïňĄxes of lengths strictly less than m. Thus, it
can achieve finding the match in 𝑂(𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝑁) time, where N is the length of the prefix.
In a nutshell, the biggest advantage of using a complete hash table based solution is that it is very time
efficient, even with running prefix match queries. However, it can use a lot of space in the worst-case scenario.
The operation to slice Equivalence Classes is highly dependent on the efficiency to do prefix match queries.
Thus, this solution can slice Equivalence Classes pretty quickly. One other very significant advantage of
using this data structure is that it is extremely easy to scale to multiple machines. Prefix hash tree is a trie
built on top of distributed hash tables, or DHTs [11] with logarithmic time lookup and double logarithmic
time update. The idea behind it is similar to a pure hash table based solution. It supports prefix matching
as well as range queries. Prefix hash tree can be considered as a potential data structure if VeriFlow [7]
becomes a distributed system as it considers failure resistance and load balance. For this project, we focus
on efficient query operation on a single host, and use prefix hash tree as enlightenment for high performance
range query operation. If space is not a problem here, but scalability is, this solution might be a good fit.
6.4 Multi-level Hash Table/Multi-bit Trie
One of the data structures we considered implementing is multi-level hash table [3], which can be viewed
as a generalization of Trie, or more specifically, a multi-bit trie. It is a choice between the two extremes
of an either purely flat hash table or a single-bit prefix tree. The central idea of multi-level hash table is
very similar to that of page tables used in virtual to physical memory address mapping: avoid the waste of
memory space by constructing multiple levels of indirection and only reserve space for valid entries in each
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level. In our case, a flat hash table mentioned previously is just like a purely flat one level page table in
memory mapping case. Specifically, multi-level hash table breaks an input key into multiple keys used for
internal lookup, which we will call as internal key. At each level, an internal key is used to retrieve a pointer
to the next level pointer, until the object is found in the bottom level hash table. It can be seen that if all
internal keys are a single bit, multilevel hash table is essentially a trie. The main improvement of multi-level
hash table over trie′s is the flexible definition of number of indirections, as well as the size of each internal
hash table. It inherits most of trie advantage on supporting VeriFlow [7] queries, including embarrassingly
parallel query processing. For range queries, multi-level hash table does at most L parallel lookups, where
L is the number of masked bits for the internal key. However, unfortunately it also inherits tries drawback
of requiring intermediate hash tables to maintain structure. But this is a decent choice between the two
extremes.
6.5 Other Variation of Tries
There are all kinds of other variations of Trie data struction. A Level-Compressed Trie [21] is a trie in which
every node contains no empty entries. It is a variable-stride trie. The motivation for this trie is to minimize
storage by avoiding empty array elements. [24] is an example system that uses this data structure. It is
very tunable, allowing faster speed in sacrifice of memory. Lulea-Compressed Tries [22] is a multi-bit trie
which uses fixed-stride scheme. Central to this data structure is its use of bitmap. Bitmap compression is
used to vastly reduce the storage size in each entry. [26] is a practical system that uses this data structure.
Another kind of Trie uses Tree Bitmap [25] to achieve fast insertions in addition to what Lulea-Compressed
Trie provides. Two bitmaps are stored in each trie node, one for internally stored prefixes while the other
serves as the pointer which points to somewhere externally.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
Networks are complex and errors are common. Network administrators have always desired an efficient
real-time networking debugging tool to check for network status. Traditional solutions, such as symbolic
execution [13] tools like Klee [17], do not work well here due to the size of the web. They either run entirely
offline, being too slow, or just cannot provide the adequate functionalities one would want. Veriflow [7] is
a solution to it. Its goal is to provide network administrators with a complete set of network-monitoring
utlities without sacrificing any speed. It does so by reducing the problem space from the entire network space
into some small subsets of it, where each subset is called an Equivalence Class. Each Equivlancen Class
represents a partition of network such that packets fall within this partition would have the same forwarding
behavior. The key to the Veriflow success is the ability to satisfactorily complete a verification query in a
large and complex real-world workload network. In this work, our goal is to further reduce the average and
worst case rule verification time through optimizing querying data structures, simplying Equivalence Class
searching algorithm, etc. More specifically, this boils down to the following:
1. Adding, Removing, and Modifying Rules in an instant
2. Finding Equivalence Classes faster
3. Reducing the number of Equivalence Classes
4. Optimizing the algorithm to generate and traverse the forwarding graph within an Equivalence Class
Some of the major observations and optimizations we made to address the points listed above:
1. A new notion of Equivalence Class and a new algorithm to find them
By introducing Restriction Class concept to replace Equivalence Class in implementation level, we
ended up designing a new algorithm to find Restriction Classes. This new algorithm leads to a faster
querying speed, and a huge reduction in the number of final Equivalence Classes.
2. A new data representation and querying data structure
By designing a new data representation and querying data structure, we simplied the procedures to
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add, remove and modify rules to just one line of code. We also opened opportunities to a variety of
ways of parallelizing the packet search phase that we will talk about in Future Work below. Combined
with the new Equivalence Class Finding algorithm above, we significant reduced the time to finding
all the Equivalence Classes.
3. Simplying Graph Generation and a new algorithm for Graph Traversal
Graph generation time has always been a major cost in verification time. By combining graph gener-
ation with rule insertion and proposing a new graph traversal algorithm, we significantly reduced the
time to do graph generation and graph traversal combined.
With the new implementation and optimizations, we reduced the average total verification running time
to 1/30 of the original implementation on real-world workload data, and reduced the memory usage to
one fourth of the original implementation. As we felt that there are more optimizations can be done, we
summarize a few of them in the Future Work Section below.
7.1 Future Work
7.1.1 Paralleling Packet Search
Packet Search phase can be devided primarily into two parts:
1. Finding matched packets in a single level
2. Applying the above algorithm and extend it to make it work in a multi-level tree
While we cannot think of more ideas to further bring down the time for finding matched packets in a single
level, we think of ways to further reduce the time in the second part listed above. Since we used a BFS-
based, or level-order traversal, approach to traverse down the multi-level tree, we can easily parallelize the
algorithm we used for the second part. There is no complex dependencies between different branches in
this multi-level tree. Actually, there have already been quite a few work on algorithm related to parallel
BFS. [14] and [18] illustrate a method for doing parallel BFS. Further, we can overlay the process of packet
search with rule insertion, and removal given that we can lock the data structure properly. [15], [16] are
both papers which talk about this issue.
7.1.2 Pipelining Graph Traversal Phase
In addition to paralleling packet search as described above, we can also boost the overall speed of Veriflow
by pipelining the graph traversal phase. Currently, graph traversal is done iteratively after the program
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finishes finding and slicing all the Equivalence Classes. The fact that all the Equivalence Classes have to be
created before actually traversal takes place creates a barrier to performance. In the above subsection, we
talked about parallelizing packet search, which is essentially finding all Equivalence Classes. Parallelizing
that process means different Equivalence Classes are found at different times by different threads. This
reveals an opportunity for optimization to us. Threads that finish their works early can start constructing
graphs and traversing graphs early to reduce the overhead.
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